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AZIANA TO ACQUIRE ETERNAL RESOURCES, DIVERSIFYING 
ITS PORTFOLIO OF ASSETS TO INCLUDE OIL & GAS 

PRODUCTION AND EXPLORATION

Highlights

• Aziana to diversify its portfolio to include oil & gas production and 
exploration

• Acquisition of near-production oil & gas assets in the Gulf Of Mexico

• Targeting near term cash flow from oil production

• All-scrip offer for each Eternal share

• Directors of both Companies unanimously recommend offer to all 
shareholders

The Directors of Aziana Limited (ASX:AZK) (“Aziana”) are pleased to announce 
that they have reached conditional agreement with the Board of unlisted public 
company Eternal Resources Limited (ACN 149 833 072)  (“Eternal”) to acquire all 
the shares and options in Eternal by means of an off-market all-scrip takeover. 

Eternal is an unlisted public company with exciting oil & gas exploration and 
production assets in the Gulf of Mexico.  

Successful completion of the transaction with Eternal, which is subject to approval 
by shareholders of both Companies, will see Aziana diversify into oil and gas 
production. Aziana will be acquiring a 60% Working Interest (“WI”) in the Sleeping 
Tiger project in the Gulf of Mexico. Independent experts Collarini & Associates 
of Houston have determined initial net 3P oil reserves of 4.5MMbbl’s (Million 
barrels) and 3P gas reserves of 4.9Bcf (Billion cubic feet). In addition significant 
additional exploration upside exists with Prospective Oil Resources of 4.5MMbbl’s 
and 50.6Bcf of gas were estimated by Collarini & Associates. Eternal’s WI is held 
by an Area of Mutual Interest Agreement (“AMI”) with its US joint venture partner.

Aziana will also acquire a 10% WI in the Raging Bull oil field & production well 
and platform, which is located adjacent to the Sleeping Tiger Project and is 
currently producing between 25-30 barrels of oil per day. The Raging Bull oil 
production platform may potentially be used to tie-back early production from 
successful drilling on the adjoining Sleeping Tiger leases or a new production well 
drilled up-dip of the current producing Raging Bull well.  The Raging Bull well has 
produced over 135,000 barrels since production began. The WI was acquired by 
Eternal via an option agreement exercised in October 2012 with the same US joint 
venture partner.

Aziana believes that the acquisition and development of Eternal’s oil & gas assets 
can provide Aziana with a near term revenue stream that can be used to support 
its current diversified portfolio of metal assets and further growth within the oil 
& gas industry. 

The Boards of Directors of both companies believe this is a mutually beneficial 
opportunity for shareholders in each company to create wealth from exploring a 
more diverse range of commodities. 

Aziana will continue to explore its gold, graphite, copper and bauxite projects in 
Madagascar and also look to expand into the oil & gas scene in Madagascar.

Enquiries
John Morris CEO
john.morris@aziana.com.au

Peter Cook Chairman
peter.cook@aziana.com.au
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Summary of the Offer
Both Boards have entered into a conditional agreement whereby Aziana will acquire all the issued capital of Eternal 
on a scrip-for-scrip basis, at a ratio of 4.25 Aziana fully paid ordinary shares for every Eternal fully paid ordinary share.  
As a result 92,039,697 Aziana fully paid ordinary shares will be allotted to Eternal shareholders.

Eternal option holders will maintain their options on a 1 for 1 basis, but will divide their respective option price by 
a factor of 4.25.  This will result in 8,000,000 options, which were to convert at $0.20 on or before June 30, 2014, 
now being convertible at $0.047 and 5,240,700 options convertible at $0.25 on or before June 30, 2015, now being 
convertible at $0.059.  Eternal has 46 shareholders with 36 of these also holding options. 

The Directors of Eternal will recommend acceptance of the offers to their shareholders upon completion of satisfactory 
Due Diligence. If the acquisition is approved by the shareholders of both companies, Eternal shareholders will own 
45.1% of the issued capital of Aziana.  

On completion, two nominees from Eternal will be invited to join the Board of Aziana.  Mr. Craig Martin, the current 
Chief Operating Officer of Eternal will join the Aziana Board as an Executive Director and Mr. Neil Rinaldi, the current 
Executive Chairman of Eternal as a Non- executive Director.

Pre/Post Acquisition Structure

Pre-Acquisition Post-Acquisition
Shares on Issue 112,115,002 204,154,699
Options on Issue 56,07,500 (@$0.25 – exp. 30/11/13) 56,07,500 (@$0.25 – exp. 30/11/13)

1,625,000 (@$0.26 – exp. 15/05/15) 1,625,000 (@$0.26 – exp. 15/05/15)
8,000,000 (@$0.047 – exp. 30/06/14)
5,240,700 (@$0.059 – exp. 30/6/15)

Conditions
The acquisition is conditional on all of the following:

a. AZK receiving acceptances for 100% of the shares and options on issue in Eternal;

b. AZK shareholder approval as required under the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) and the ASX Listing Rules; 

c. Both AZK and Eternal confirming that they are satisfied with the results of their due diligence.

Until completion or termination of the agreement between the Boards, no material changes to the assets or liabilities 
of AZK or Eternal will occur, other than in the normal course of business, without the prior consent of the other party.

Proposed Timetable for Completion of the Offer
12 April 2013 -  Transaction announced

02 May 2013 -  Dispatch of Notice of Meeting and Explanatory Memorandum 

31 May 2013 -  General meeting of Aziana Shareholders and Trading Halt

14 June 2013 -  Completion of transaction
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About Eternal Resources
Eternal is an unlisted Australian public exploration and production company with assets in the Gulf of Mexico, an 
area that has supported prolific oil and gas production since the 1940’s. The Gulf of Mexico area, both onshore and 
offshore, is one of the world’s most important regions for energy resources and infrastructure, with the offshore sector 
accounting for 23 percent of total U.S. crude oil production and 7 percent of total U.S. dry gas production, while over 
40 percent of total U.S. petroleum refining capacity is located along the Gulf coast, as well as 30 percent of total U.S. 
natural gas processing plant capacity.

Eternal’s highly experienced oil and gas team is led by Chief Operating Officer Craig Martin, who has an extensive and 
successful track record in identifying, evaluating, developing and managing oil and gas projects around the world and 
Executive Chairman, Neil Rinaldi, who has in-depth experience in the financial sector including acting as a financial 
advisor with a leading Australian based stockbroker. 

Eternal has working interests in over 1,750 acres of offshore oil and gas licenses located near shore in shallow water, 
and believes that with completion of further technical work additional reserves may be booked from its two adjoining 
leases to the main Sleeping Tiger lease, Sleeping Tiger North and Sleeping Tiger East.  These blocks are governed by 
a second AMI agreement which gives Eternal a 60% WI, and acquired to capture the identified potential reserves and 
resources that spill out of the main Sleeping Tiger lease.

The collective Sleeping Tiger leases and the Raging Bull lease are contiguous with the Main Pass Block 35 field to the 
south of Sleeping Tiger, which was drilled by Chevron and Shell in the 1950’s through the mid 90’s and has produced 
in excess of 100MMbbls of oil to date and is still in production today. There is good activity and recent success in the 
region and drilling by peers (Saratoga Resources) – “North Tiger” and “Roux Toux” in Main Pass and Breton Sound has 
recently encountered multiple pay zones.

This map shows the Breton Sound area of the Gulf of Mexico and illustrates the position of the Sleeping Tiger acreage 
and demonstrates:

• that there are numerous fields located within close proximity to Sleeping Tiger and Raging Bull that have 
produced many millions of barrels of hydrocarbons; and

• that available infrastructure is in place and this will allow Eternal to bring on early production at a low cost via 
tie-back to existing production facilities. 

For further information contact:

Aziana Limited   Eternal Resources  
John Morris   Neil Rinaldi   
CEO    Chairman   
 + 61 8 9220 5650  +61(0)417 178746  
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